
Naturalists certainly know the concept of scienti!c names, also known as Latin names, technical names, or binomials. Some 
of these names can be di"cult to pronounce and spell and may look quite complicated. Scienti!c names for some plants, like 
Rosa rugosa, are used by many of us as frequently as common names (e.g., beach rose). Scienti!c names for some lineages of 
organisms are infrequently used, such as in ornithology, where common names such as scrub jay, Steller’s jay, and blue jay are 
clear to all birders. By contrast, I suspect that few of us know and use Aphelocoma coerulescens, the scienti!c name for Steller’s 
jay.
Elsewhere, one hears the argument that scienti!c names are preferred because the common name of a species varies 
considerably across the species’ range or even within the same region. As an example, the species known as Puma concolor may 
be referred to as puma, mountain lion, cougar, or painter, among other names. Additional arguments for using scienti!c names 
include that they can be quite descriptive of the species to which they refer, that they do not change over time or vary regionally, 
and that they are the same in all languages. Regarding this last point, years ago I was on a natural history walk in the mountains 
of Austria. German was the primary language used by most of the participants. Someone pointed out a plant and called it 
“Erica”, which I knew was the genus name for the shrub called “heather” in English (although I had never seen the plant growing 
anywhere). I’m sure I do not know the German word for heather and had the scienti!c name not been used might not have 
known that’s what the plant was.
Before considering other advantages of using scienti!c names, let’s look at their origin, which many people know dates to the 
eighteenth century and is the work of the Swedish biologist Linnaeus. He was the !rst to use a two-name system for naming 
organisms (the binomial), as in the example Populus grandidentata, the name for the big-tooth aspen. Students are generally 
taught that the !rst name, the genus, should be capitalized and that the second name is the “species name” and is not capitalized. 
Although this capital/lower case rule is correct, it is not correct to refer to “grandidentata” as the species name. Recalling that 
scienti!c names are binomials, the correct scienti!c name of the species is the two names written together. (If someone asks 
what is the species to which humans belong, the correct answer is Homo sapiens, not just sapiens.)
Returning to the descriptive value of scienti!c names, grandidentata is a good example as it refers to the large teeth on the leaves 
of this aspen. Many additional examples could be provided, and it must be admitted that familiarity with Latin or Greek (more 
common in the days of Linnaeus) is helpful here. Many of us recognize alba in the name of the white oak (Quercus alba) but 
may not know that botuliformis means sausage-shaped! However, such descriptions can be misleading; there is a lichen whose 
full name I can’t remember, but the second part is aromatica, which suggests that it is fragrant. It is not. #e species was named 
by a lichen expert who had received the specimen in a scented envelope sent by a collector on another continent. Why not 
correct this mistake?
#e reason errors like this persist is that botanists and zoologists have established detailed rules for how organisms can be 
named, and the names cannot be changed if the rules were followed when the new species was !rst named. So the non-aromatic 
lichen retains its misleading name. In other cases, it becomes quite necessary to change scienti!c names, not only for binomials, 
but also to move species from one family to another based on new understandings of relationships among species. Recent 
examples exist largely because modern technologies using DNA are showing relationships among organisms that were poorly 
understood previously. Contemporary classi!cation systems group species together based on inferred ancestry. In the time of 
Linnaeus, the groupings were based on appearance since ancestry, i.e., “evolutionary relationships”, was not yet a known concept. 
As a result, the large plant genus Aster, formerly thought to be represented by about 30 species in Massachusetts, now has just 
one species, Aster tataricus. #e others are spread over six di$erent genera with names seemingly designed
primarily to distress botanists, especially those long familiar with the former names and reluctant to learn the new ones.
An additional example of confusion regarding scienti!c names is seen in the well-known Brontosaurus dinosaur. Here’s the 
situation: In 1879, the American paleontologist Othniel Marsh named a species found in Wyoming Brontosaurus excelsus. Two 
years earlier, he had named another large species from Colorado, Apatosaurus ajax. Around 1900, it was determined that these 
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Apatosarus ajax, a.k.a. “Brontosaurus”



two discoveries were merely two specimens of the same species. #erefore, paleontologists used the name Apatosaurus for the 
species because it had priority (had been named !rst), but somehow the name “Brontosaurus” became the name used by the 
public for more than 100 years, appearing in !lms, on logos, and on postage stamps.
#eoretically, the story could end with an “enlightened” public adopting the proper name, but in 2015 further research showed 
there are indeed two di$erent species of this huge, long-necked dinosaur. So now, both names are correct, but it would seem 
that most of us need not be concerned with the technical di$erences between them.
Additional aspects of the topic of the naming of organisms, including some amusing anecdotes, could be included here. Perhaps 
another time.
           ~Dave Lovejoy
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Nature in Spring Hike, Somers, Connecticut
Saturday, April 6, starting at 10 a.m.
Leaders: Dave and Suzy Gallup. Please call to register 
and for directions (413-525-4697).

Join us for a hike on a trail system maintained by the 
Northern Connecticut Land Trust. McCann Family 
Farm is a unique, pristinely maintained, 84-acre 
property in the center of Somers, Connecticut. #e 
land is characterized by a variety of terrain, with 
a network of trails o$ering views of vernal pools, 
delightful brooks, and stands of mature white pine, 
plus many other tree species. You will enjoy the 
diversity of the landscape. It’s nature at its best! Dress 
for the weather and wear sturdy hiking books. #is 
will be an easy-to-moderate hike on a roughly two-
mile loop hike. Rain or bad weather cancels.

The Great North American Eclipse, viewed from 
Spring!eld
Monday, April 8, in the a%ernoon
#e Quadrangle in Spring!eld

Where are you going to be on Monday, April 8th? 
Wherever you are, be sure to look up! #e total 
solar eclipse will !rst be visible along Mexico’s west 
coast, then proceed diagonally across the US to the 
Atlantic coast of Canada. To view the total eclipse, 
you don’t have to travel very far. Rochester, New York 
will have totality for 3 minutes and 39 seconds of 
totality; Montpelier, Vermont, will have one minute 
37 seconds of totality.

Spring!eld is not in the path of totality, but we will 
still get to see an impressive show. In Spring!eld, 
we’ll be able to experience the eclipse beginning 
when the new moon starts to pass between the 
earth and sun at 2:13 p.m. #e eclipse will reach 
its maximum (93.8%) at 3:27 p.m., and end when 
the disc of the moon passes by the sun at 4:37. Our 
president, Dave Gallup, will be at the Quadrangle to 
help you experience the eclipse. Find Dave and pay 
him a visit! When viewing the eclipse, remember 
that looking at the sun, even during an eclipse, is 
harmful to your eyes if you do not use proper eye 
protection. p.m. Our president, Dave Gallup, will be 
at the Quadrangle to help you experience the eclipse. 
Find Dave and pay him a visit! When viewing the 
eclipse, remember that looking at the sun, even 
during an eclipse, is harmful to your eyes if you do 
not use proper eye protection.

Naturalists’ Club Elections
Naturalists’ Club Elections will be held at the May Meeting. 
Members may contact the Nominating Committee to make 
any additional nominations.

Nominating Committee
• Colette Potter (413-786-1805)
• Leo Riendeau (413-224-1468)

#e following members are running:
• President – Dave Gallup
• Vice President – Nancy Condon
• Treasurer – Tom Condon
• Corresponding Secretary – Sue Gallup
• Recording Secretary – Dave Lovejoy
• Directors – Carole Dupont, Dori Dittmer, Dietrich 
Schlobohm, Sonya Vickers
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